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G7         C           C7            F      Fm  
Soon we'll come to the end of life's journey
    C                  G7   
and perhaps never meet anymore;
       C             C7             F    Fdim 
Till we gather in the Heaven's bright city
    C           G7        C      
far away on that beautiful shore.

 
G7    C          C7               F      Fm 
If we never meet again this side of heaven
      C                                  G7    
as we struggle through this world and its trials
       C              C7                 F    Fdim
There's another meeting place somewhere in heaven
       C           G7       C    
by the side of the River of Life.

 
          F                    C   
Where the charming roses bloom forever
                             G7
and where separations come no more.
      C          C7                F     Fdim
If we never meet again this side of Heaven
       C                G7        C
I will meet you on that beautiful shore.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

  
 [G7]  Soon we'll [C]come to the [C7] end of life's [F] journey [Fm]

  
and [C] perhaps never meet [G7] anymore;

  
Till we [C]gather in the [C7] Heaven's bright [F] city [Fdim]

       
far [C] away on that [G7] beautiful [C] shore.

 

 
[G7] If we [C]never meet [C7]again this side of [F] heaven [Fm]

          
as we [C]struggle through this world and its [G7]trials

         
There's [C]another meeting [C7]place somewhere in [F]heaven[Fdim]

                
by the [C]side of the [G7]River of [C]Life.

IF WE NEVER MEET AGAIN

IF WE NEVER MEET AGAIN
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[C7]Where the [F]charming roses bloom [C]forever

and where separations come [G7]no more.

If we [C]never meet [C7]again this side of [F]Heaven[Fdim]

      
I will [c]meet you on that [G7]beautiful [C]shore.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(G) Soon we'll come to the end of life's (C) journey
And per-(G)-haps never meet any-(D)-more...(D7)
Till we (G) gather in the Heaven's bright (C) city
Far a-(G)-way on that (D) beautiful (G) shore

 
If we (G) never meet again this side of (C) heaven
As we (G) struggle through this world and its (D) trials...(D7)
There's a-(G)-nother meeting place somewhere in (C) Heaven
By the (G) side of the (D) River of (G) Life

 
Where the (C) charming roses bloom for-(G)-ever
And where separations come no (D) more...(D7) 
If we (G) never meet again this side of (C) Heaven
I will (G) meet you on that (D) beautiful (G) shore

 
Inst

 
If we (G) never meet again this side of (C) heaven
As we (G) struggle through this world and its (D) trials...(D7)
There's a-(G)-nother meeting place somewhere in (C) Heaven
By the (G) side of the (D) River of (G) Life

 
Where the (C) charming roses bloom for-(G)-ever
And where separations come no (D) more...(D7) 
If we (G) never meet again this side of (C) Heaven
I will (G) meet you on that (D) beautiful (G) shore
I will (G) meet you on that (D) beautiful (G) shore
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